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WINNERS’Circle
Texas Independents
Rally to Counter Effort
to Introduce Sole Source
State Contracts
Don’t mess with Texas, particularly that part
of the Lone Star state that independent dealers call home!
That’s the message that came through loud
and clear in the Lone Star State over the past
month, as independents beat back an ill-advised effort by Texas state procurement officials to implement single source contracts
for both office supplies and office furniture.
Interestingly, the proposal to replace the current system, which is based on day-to-day
competition among multiple suppliers, was
launched with barely a whisper at a time
when the Texas State Legislature was out of
session.
But if the plan was to keep the proposal
below the radar screen and gain rapid implementation before it could draw lawmakers’ attention, it clearly did not succeed.
The proposal drew fierce opposition from the
state’s independent dealers and under the
leadership of TriMega EVP Grady Taylor and
with the support of NOPA, is.group, AOPD
and other industry organizations, dealers
launched an aggressive counter attack, lobbying state legislators and generating extensive coverage of the story in local and
statewide publications.
Independents turned out in force at various
meetings to challenge the sole source proposal.
Dealers Pam Gonzalez of Gonzalez Office
Products in Austin; Carlos Gandara of Pencil
Cup Office Products in San Antonio; John
Barbosa of Challenge Office Products in
Houston and Mark Nolan of Nolan’s Office
and Promotional Products in San Antonio all
made presentations in opposition at a prebid meeting organized by state procurement
officials. Representatives from wholesalers
S. P. Richards and United Stationers also attended the meeting in support.
Other dealers, including Foss Jones of Jones
& Cook Stationers in McAllen; Sandy Grodin

of El Paso Office Products; Karen Bogart of
Convenience Office Supply and Mike Winkler
of Longhorn Office Products in Austin, and
others reached out to their elected state officials to help them understand the benefits
of the state’s current multiple award system
and the problems other states have encountered from the use of single source contracts.
In addition, INDEPENDENT DEALER editor
Simon De Groot drafted a press release for
distribution by NOPA which generated extensive coverage in local newspapers and a
statewide e-zine, the Texas Government Insider, that covers state procurement issues.
The result: Texas purchasing officials revised
their office supplies RFP in an effort, they
said, “to ensure that small and large businesses are provided opportunities.” The revision divides the state into 25 districts, with
a contract award due to be made for each
district.
In addition, they revised their office furniture
RFP to state that contracts will be awarded
to “qualified respondents” and revised both
RFPs to state that the Texas multiple award
contracts will not be phased out but will run
in parallel to the term contracts.
“It’s truly remarkable that Texas would even
look at a sole source approach after the
problems state purchasers in California,
Georgia, Florida and elsewhere have had
with it during the past year,” commented
TriMega’s Taylor. “It’s an approach that’s not
only anti-competitive and harmful to local
small businesses, but as numerous reports
and audits have demonstrated, it just doesn’t deliver what it promises.”
Added Taylor, “Texas dealers are to be commended for rallying so quickly to fight this effort and for working together so effectively.
Our work is certainly not finished at this time,
but we can be encouraged by progress
made so far.”
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The Good
Guys Win
One in Texas!
Our Winners Circle section is a little more
crowded than usual this month, thanks to
the efforts of more than fifty dealers in
Texas—winners all—who moved quickly
and decisively against an ill-considered proposal to introduce sole source term contracts for the state’s office supplies and
office furniture purchases.
For reasons still not entirely clear, Texas purchasing officials decided it was time to
dump a proven system that encourages
competition and provides opportunity for locally owned and operated small businesses
in favor of “strategic sourcing,” currently
one of the consulting community’s favorite
“buzzwords of the week” and the source of
a steady stream of reports during the past
year—from Georgia, North Carolina, Florida,
California, and elsewhere—that highlight all
the problems inherent in such an approach.
Kudos go to TriMega’s Grady Taylor, who
provided leadership to mobilize the troops
in a very short time frame and to NOPA,
AOPD, is.group, the two national wholesalers and others, who lent their support to
the cause.
The lion’s share of the credit, however, goes
to the dealers whose drive and determination made the difference when it mattered
most. And while the battle is far from over—
it remains to be seen just who will really
benefit from the latest round of revisions to
the RFP—there’s no doubt the good guys
won Round One and every reason to believe
that as long as they remain committed and
focused, they will continue to prevail.
That’s good news, not just for Texas dealers but for independents all across the
country. No doubt similar battles lie ahead
in other states and none of them will be
easy. But as events last month in Texas
demonstrated, those battles are certainly
winnable if independents work together to
make their case to key decision makers and
legislators.
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ARTLITE
USES
ECi
Excerpts from a letter to ECi written
by Martha Thompson of United,
nominating Artlite Office Supply
for DDMS Dealer of the Year:
“A long-time DDMS user (since 1989),
Artlite was the first dealer I know to
use e-commerce, trying the very first
system offered, even before the internet came along.
For years, DDMS used them as a Beta
site for new products, and they have
always embraced new technology.
They are a traditional dealer that has
over 60% of their office supply business coming in online, and they have
a reputation for perfection.”
ECi congratulates Artlite on being
named DDMS Dealer of the Year.

Bert Light, Co-Owner,
Artlite Office Supply

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE
W W W. E C I 2 . C O M • I N F O @ E C I 2 . C O M

866.374.3221
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Burkhart’s Office Plus,
Tulsa Dealer, Celebrates
the Big One Hundred

The year was 1908. In Detroit, Henry Ford
was producing his first Model T “Tin Lizzies.”

In Dayton, Ohio, the Wright Brothers had
filed a first patent for their flying machine.
And in Tulsa, Oklahoma, local businessman
Richard Willis Burkhart had just taken a printing company and city directory publishing
firm he had acquired and combined them
under a single name: Burkhart Printing and
Stationery.
One hundred years later, that company, now
known as Burkhart’s Office Plus, is still going
strong, with two locations in Tulsa and a
product mix that includes not only office
products and furniture but also some of the
specialty items like legal forms, corporate
seals and typewriter supplies that hark back
to the dealership’s earliest days.

been in the hands of just two families over
the past century: the Burkharts, initial
founders, and the Robinetts, who bought the
business in 1967.
Current president Scott Robinett is the third
generation of his family to run the dealership
and, he says, thanks to the support of key
business partners S.P. Richards and
is.group, the values of superior service and
close customer relationships that have been
the hallmark of Burkharts for the past hundred years remain strong today.
Congratulations to yet another independent
who’s figured out how to thrive, no matter
how tough the competition. And here’s to the
next hundred years!

Remarkably, ownership of the company has

Radstons Office Plus Hosts 100th Anniversary Party

Lonesource Acquires Sunbelt Office Products

Burkhart’s isn’t the only dealer this year with a hundred good reasons
to celebrate. As we reported back in January, Hercules, Californiabased Radstons Office Plus is also marking the Big One Hundred this
year and the dealership celebrated in fine fashion recently with an
anniversary party at their facility that drew nearly 400 customers.

Congratulations to Cary, North Carolina-based Lonesource on their
recent acquisition of Atlanta-based Sunbelt Office Products. Lonesource said the deal enables it to offer complementary products and
services both for small and large businesses.

In addition to offering attendees a suitably festive lunch, the event
featured a mini-expo with most of the dealership’s major vendors participating and providing plenty of new product samples and takeaways.
Despite its anniversary theme, the event was very much forwardlooking. One feature that drew rave reviews was the EasyFlip version
of Radstons’ new “Green” catalog from United Stationers, platinum
sponsors for the event, that was projected up on a 46" screen for attendees.
This was Radstons’ first end user show effort but, reports president
Diane Griffin, it went so well she and her team are already making
plans for next year— a special Earth Day/Administrative Professionals Week event in April.
If you’d like to see more of the event, point your web browser to
www.youtube.com and search for “Radstons.”

Acquisition Brings New Growth
Potential to Midwest Office Supply, Illinois Dealer
Brothers Jeff and Steve DeMarco and their team at Midwest Office
Supply in Springfield, Illinois are looking forward to some nice new
growth opportunities following their recent acquisition of the office
supplies division of Marion, Illinois-based Haley Office Equipment.
The deal, says Steve, gives Midwest an expanded presence in a market that has been one of the fastest growing in the state. All four Haley
supplies associates (three sales reps and a driver) are joining Midwest to provide continuity in products and services.
“We’re very excited about the second half of the year,” Steve told us.
“Our business so far this year is up 11% and we see a lot of potential in furniture and are actively looking for additional acquisitions.”
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“This acquisition advances our mission to be, ‘The only source you
need. Period,’” said Lonesource CEO Brad King. “We are combining
a wide range of products, expertise and resources that will provide
even greater value to our B2C and B2B customers, employees and
shareholders.”

Excel Office Products, New Dealer Start Up,
Gets Underway in Upstate New York
In Hoosick Falls, New York, some 30 miles west of Albany, Ed
Beickman and his wife Joan are settling in nicely after opening the
doors earlier this year of their new dealership, Excel Office Products.
“We’re still in start-up mode, but so far everything’s going very well,”
Ed reports. The Beickmans moved to upstate New York from Phoenix
and, says Ed, there’s a big difference between working a big city market and doing business in a small, rural community.
“Building relationships is what’s really important here,” he says. “In
Phoenix, it was all about cold calling and getting catalogs in the
hands of prospects, but our customers now—Excel serves upstate
New York, western Vermont and Massachusetts—want to know who
you are first and once you’ve established the trust, the business follows.”
With some six years of industry experience and the support of firstcall wholesaler United Stationers, Ed says he and Joan are off to a
good start.
Currently, they’re operating out of a small sales office with about
1,000 sq. ft. of retail space for core office products and school supplies. And even though the dealership’s been open for just a few
months, Ed’s already planning to add a full-time sales rep and later,
a customer service person to keep the momentum going.
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Bringing New Life to a Family Business
Far too often we hear about another independent office products dealer that has
gone out of business or sold out to one of
the giants, and we wonder why. What happened?

he returned to his home town and the family business. The year was 2003.

Many times, sadly, it’s because a family
business has reached the end of the line—
the owners are retiring and there are no
children willing or able to take over.

Since then, Evans has literally turned the
business around. After studying the Salt
Lake City market, he decided to expand
the furniture side of the business, and is
now a full-service contract dealer, offering
a complete turnkey package, including
lease financing.

Such appeared to be the case with a longtime, well-known retail and commercial
dealer in Salt Lake City—Central Office
Products.

Other improvements include the consolidation of two locations into one and a new
showroom and offices at their 55-year-old
location.

The business began as a retail store
shortly after the end of World War II. It was
started by Cliff Juhlin and Rob Evans. The
second generation, represented by Gary
Juhlin and Bob Evans, had been running
the business for many years, when thirdgeneration family member Anthony Evans
got a phone call.

“More important,” states Evans, “was
building a team environment among all our
people, and the creation of a long-range
marketing effort, using CRM and similar
programs.

“Are you interested in taking over the business?” he heard on the other end of the
line. Evans had enjoyed successful careers in finance and the paper business in
California but it was time for a change. So
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“It’s still a work in progress. I guess you
could say we were a little late moving into
the 21st century, and there’s still a lot we
need to do,” he said. With heavy emphasis
on sales and marketing, Central Office
Suppliers conducts a number of promotional events, including an annual new
products show.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

AT A GLANCE:
Central Office Suppliers
Salt Lake City, UT
I Anthony Evans, Director of Sales
I Founded: 1951
I Office supplies, furniture, space
planning, interior design, lighting,
lease financing
I Employees: 20
I Sales: $4 million +
I Partners: TriMega, United Stationers,
Tayco
I Web: www.centralofficesuppliers.com

“Learning is very important here,” says
Evans. “We bring in different vendors each
week to educate our staff and we work
very hard to keep everyone up-to-date
with what’s happening in the industry and
our market.”
Looking to the future, Central Office plans
further expansion of their contract furniture
business, broadening their supply offerings, and expanding their geographical
coverage.
“We might not be the biggest independent
in the marketplace, but we’re shooting for
$5 million in sales this year, and that’s a big
increase for us.”

Another family business
alive and growing!
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Building on a Sustainable Approach
When it comes to marketing sustainable
workspaces, Canfield Business Interiors can.
And they can do it well.
The Sioux Falls, South Dakota-based Haworth dealership has been doing things well
since 1983 when president Larry Canfield
founded the company. Canfield originally entered the furniture business in 1976 with a
partner as the first Haworth dealer in South
Dakota. The Haworth connection is one of
the common threads between both businesses.
“Another common thread is that we are
steeped in our design tradition and how we
look at design services,” says Canfield.
“We have a very specific focus,” emphasizes
Canfield. “Today what we’re about is sustainable high-performance real estate built
‘green’.”
Sustainable offerings are resonating with
customers.
“With rising energy costs everyone is looking for more sustainable, adaptable build
out,” states Canfield.
With the help of Canfield Business Interiors,
clients are finding that they can operate
buildings forged from a sustainable model as
much as 80 cents per square foot less than
those that are not.
Canfield launched its sustainable offerings
seven years ago, doing one modular office
(individual offices, not office buildings) at a
AUGUST 2008

time. This helped them develop their expertise in the area from the ground up.
“We provide a great service to the community as it relates to sustainable, high-performance real estate,” notes Canfield. “The way
we do that is we bring a lot of clients in– new
and existing–and share that knowledge with
them.”
The relationship with Haworth hasn’t hurt,
either. “We have a unique situation with Haworth, and being in the adaptable workspace business we’re able to bring to market
a blend of best-in-class products and knowledge of how to put them together,” says
Canfield.
Why do customers who range from those
that need a single chair, desk or office, to
$500,000-$1 million design projects like
doing business with Canfield Business Interiors?
“We’re very comprehensive in our approach,
we’re thorough in what we deliver, and we
challenge clients to think about things differently,” responds Canfield.
Despite a proven track record of success,
the company doesn’t take anything for
granted. To gauge satisfaction levels, Canfield does customer satisfaction surveys on
40-60 projects a month, asking customers a
series of five questions that reflect on five
key areas of the company— sales, design,
project management, installation, and overall communication.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

AT A GLANCE:
Canfield Business Interiors
I Management:
Larry Canfield, president;
Cindy Kannenberg, general manager
I Furniture, planning and design, project
management, pack and load relocation
services, commercial audio and video
services
I Employees: 25+
I Revenues: $18 million
I In business since 1983
I Key Partners: Haworth, OFUSA, Muzak,
PODS
I Web: www.canfieldco.com
“We are running in the mid-to-high 90s in
terms of customer satisfaction year to date
and have averaged that for the past three
years,” reports Canfield.
Although business this year has been on the
flat side, 2007 was Canfield’s best year ever,
thanks largely to the sustainable model,
which helped them double in size from the
previous year.
Meanwhile Canfield and company continue
to do what they do well and that’s building
sustainable workspaces by living the company motto of “Making Space Better.”
“I love making space better for our clients,”
says Canfield. “I’m a business model junkie
and really have a lot of pride in what we’ve
been able to accomplish. We’ve done some
things in the industry that people recognize
us for.”
Canfield also revels in the success of his employees who are so instrumental to the aforementioned customer satisfaction levels.
“I really enjoy seeing our people succeed beyond what they think their expectations are
or their capabilities.“
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It's Safco. Now, you can breathe a sigh of relief.

Your environment is everything. But if we're going to talk surroundings, maybe we should
see the forest for the trees; It's the environment that you work in, the place that you heal
within, and the space that you live in. Every environment is different, but they can all be
designed to work a little better with the people who use them. That's why Safco offers a
wide selection of GREENGUARD certified products that not only help you work easy, but
breathe easy too.
Visit www.safcoproducts.com to find fresh Safco solutions for your workspace
and www.greenguard.org to check out our GREENGUARD certified options.

S. P. Richards Hosts Tenth Anniversary ABC
Conference; Mood is Upbeat and Focus is on New
Sales and Profit Opportunities
Sky-high gas prices, similar hikes in the
cost of food and raw materials and the current crisis in the housing and financial markets may have the economy teetering on
the brink of recession but you would never
have known all that from S. P. Richards’
2008 Advantage Business Conference earlier this month.
The sun shone bright in San Diego and
there were energy and positive attitudes to
match on the show floor and in the seminar
rooms during the wholesaler’s tenth anniversary gathering of its first-call dealers
and business partners.
In a week in which both Office Depot and
OfficeMax announced double-digit declines in US sales for their most recent
quarters, most of the dealers we talked to
at the ABC reported sales at least level
with last year or even up a few points.
And several major industry manufacturers
reported privately the only segments of
their business growing right now are sales
to wholesalers and independents.
Despite all the challenges of a troubled
economy overall, the mood at the show
was distinctly upbeat and forward-looking.
“Our confidence in the industry today is
just as strong as it was in 1999,” Tom Gal

lagher, chairman, president and chief executive officer of SPR parent company
Genuine Parts, told attendees.
Gallagher pointed to several key areas of
opportunity for today’s independents and
urged his audience to embrace change to
make the most of them.
He said that at the time of the first ABC
conference in 1999, office products and IT
were largely separate markets. Today,
however, he said technology products represent between 40 and 50% of a dealer’s
total business.
Similarly, he recalled, S.P. Richards offered
just over 700 SKUs in the cleaning and
breakroom category in 1999, while today,
that number has swelled to over 3,300.
“Ten years ago,” Gallagher continued, “environmentally-responsible products received scant attention, but today S. P.
Richards publishes its own separate 88page green catalog.”
Gallagher also pointed to e-commerce as
another critical area of change and opportunity, noting that online sales had grown
from less than 2% of total sales in 1999 to
some 30% today and a projected 40% by
2010.

chairman and CEO Wayne Beacham offered a roadmap for dealers to help them
take advantage of current opportunities
and continue to be successful over the
next five years.
“Who will be celebrating at the ABC conference five years from now?” Beacham
asked. His answer:
I First of all, those who want to be and
who have the desire to do what it takes
to keep growing.
I Dealers who will have a written plan
they will execute to but who will also be
willing to recalibrate and adapt to a
changing market.
I Dealers who are committed to leveraging the resources available from key
business partners like their wholesalers,
buying group and systems provider.
I Dealers who choose partners that
share their interests and priorities.
I Dealers who not only expect change
but embrace it. It’s not change that
hurts, it’s resistance to change that
hurts, he contended.
I Dealers who support their local community, not just because it’s the right
thing to do, but because it makes good
business sense.

In his comments to attendees at the event’s
second general session, S.P. Richards

“Our confidence in the industry today is
just as strong as it was in 1999,”
Tom Gallagher, of SPR parent company
Genuine Parts, told dealers at the ABC
conference.
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com
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S. P. Richards’ Wayne Beacham offered a
roadmap for dealers to guide them to
success over the next five years.
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The people who make the best
stamps in the world...
These are exciting times at Xstamper. Our reputation for quality and being at the forefront of stamp-making technology has never been stronger.
Our ability to satisfy our customer’s needs—by being faster and more efficient is better than ever.
It all starts with a new attitude we bring to work with us every day. It’s called teamwork, and for us that means everyone’s ideas are welcome,
everyone shares in our success, and everyone is dedicated to providing the best products and service possible.
The enthusiasm around here is contagious. We’re attracting the very best personnel, while also
retaining the best, most experienced members of our team. And most importantly, our customers
are noticing.

For More Information, please call 800.851.2686

07-00032

Industry News
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I Dealers who prioritize sales growth and margin management and who bring as much passion to sales growth as they
do to the buy side of their business.
I Dealers who have a clear succession plan and who are focused on developing the right people and ensuring they are all
pulling together as a team to meet management’s goals rather
than their own individual agendas.
I Dealers who recognize opportunities are not forever and
who are committed to seizing them now, while they’re here.
If the response to Beacham’s comments and the overall mood in
San Diego offered any indication, there are plenty of dealers more
than ready to take up his challenge. And to judge from current results—Beacham said year-to-date sales by SPR’s top 150 independents are up by close to 15%—they’re already making some
great progress!

Pinnacle Affiliates, New Dealer Group,
Formed for Larger Dealers
Three large commercial dealers, Guernsey Office Products in Virginia, Warehouse Direct Office Products in Illinois and Eakes Office Plus in Nebraska, have joined together to form Pinnacle
Affiliates, LLC, a new dealer group whose mission is to serve large,
independent office products dealers.
Pinnacle's business model is premised on serving its members
through volume purchasing, vendor collaboration, peer exchange
forums, transparency and low cost, the new organization said in a
press release.
Pinnacle's large dealer focus comes from the founders’ belief that
large dealers have common needs and capabilities that are distinct from the majority of OP dealers, the release added.
“Dealer groups as they exist today are basically all things to all
dealers and typically are involved in numerous programs and services that have little interest or relevance to larger dealers,” said
Guernsey Office Products CEO David Guernsey. “In addition, their
‘one-dealer, one-vote’ structure limits larger dealers’ ability to
shape future direction and decision-making.”

At the ABC, S. P. Richards announced its “Supplier of
the Year” honors for 2008. Awards went to:
I Office supplies: Domtar
I Technology products: Belkin Components
I Office furniture: Iceberg Enterprises
I Cleaning and breakroom: Reckitt Benckiser
In addition, Safco Products received SPR’s 2008 Heritage
Award, the wholesaler’s highest supplier honor.

The new organization, Guernsey indicated, is designed to give
larger dealers a platform them to focus on programs and services
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14 UUU
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Smead’s Reseller Central is your quick and easy
resource for all the tools needed to create promotional
campaigns for Smead products.
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that specifically address large dealer needs, while leveraging existing resources and buying platforms to maintain a low-cost business model.

was exactly celebrating the news, the general feeling was that
Amazon’s stepped up industry presence would most affect the big
box operators and other online resellers.

Guernsey said the group is outsourcing its back office operations
through the is.group organization. “is.group will support Pinnacle
in areas such as placing and tracking orders, accounts receivable
and the flow of program elements from manufacturer to dealer,”
Guernsey said.

TriMega EVP Grady Taylor commented, "Obviously we are concerned about any new and potentially formidable competitor and
Amazon certainly fits this classification. But we have yet to see
them actually reach out to our core segment of small and mediumsize businesses. I recently went to their web site and saw everything from MP3 players to two-wheel scooters. But no copy paper,
no laser cartridges and no folders were easily found. We believe
our independent dealer members will grow share with or without
Amazon's presence."

“In addition, is.group’s re-distribution program, marketing programs and e-commerce platform will be available to Pinnacle
members should they decide to use them.”
On the buy side, Pinnacle has become an affiliate member of Business Products Group International (BPGI), to leverage the global
purchasing power of the independent dealer community.
In response to a question about future growth plans, Guernsey
said he’d be happy to share details of the Pinnacle venture with
other dealers but that the new group’s current focus is on integrating the founders’ existing operations with the new system.
“Pinnacle gives the large dealer another option to consider, but
we certainly aren’t dependent on recruiting from other groups to
succeed,” he said.
For more information, visit the Pinnacle Affiliates web site:
www.pinnacleaffiliates.com.

Amazon.com Launches Office Supplies Store

is.group president and CEO Mike Gentile suggested the Amazon
site would hold little appeal to commercial buyers. “The price-conscious office products shopper will most likely find some prices
that are below market compared to the big box web sites and
there will probably be some shift in market share away from the
Staples, Office Depot, OfficeMax type of online reseller,” he contended. “I wouldn’t want to minimize the impact on the independent, but it’s more likely to come in the form of further pricing
pressures rather than any actual loss of market share,” Gentile
added.
Office Partners’ Jim Hebert offered a similar assessment. “It will
impact the big boxes more than anybody,” he argued. “Amazon
certainly has its own constituency and they’ll probably buy from
them, but that constituency isn’t ours to begin with.”
For a look at Amazon’s new office products venture, visit:
www.amazon.com/officesupplies.

AIA Forecasts Modest Decline in Office Construction
Activity in 2008 with More Dramatic Drop Next Year
Office construction activity is expected to see a mild decline in 2008
with a more significant downturn in 2009, according to a recent report from the American Institute of Architects.
AIA’s semi-annual Consensus Construction Forecast, a survey of the
nation’s leading construction forecasters, calls for a 3.7% decline in
office building construction this year, followed by a projected 12.3%
decline in 2009.
Not surprisingly, health care and education, two of the leading
growth markets in recent years, are expected to remain relatively
strong.

Industry competition ratcheted up one more notch last month,
with the introduction by online giant Amazon.com of a new office
products and supplies area on its web site.
Amazon boasted the new store includes “more than 500,000 products from thousands of manufacturers,” and highlighted an introductory offer featuring special savings on select Sharpie, Uniball,
Expo, Mr. Sketch, Papermate, Vision Elite, Pentech and Zip Notes
products.
While none of the dealer group executives contacted for reaction
AUGUST 2008

The AIA forecast calls for health care facilities construction to post
a 0.2% gain this year and a 1.1% gain in 2009. Education construction is expected to be up by 2.7% this year but post a 1.1% decline
in 2009.
Overall, the AIA forecast anticipates a 1.2% decline in 2008, followed
by a projected 6.7% decline in 2009.
“The more pessimistic forecasts this round stems from the lack of
growth in the overall economy, the ripple effect from the faltering
housing market and the anxiety in the credit markets leading to a restriction in lending for all types of construction projects,” said AIA
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chief economist Kermit Baker. “The one bit of good news is that this
contraction in activity is likely to be considerably milder than the construction recessions of the early 1990s and earlier this decade.”
Click here for the full report
www.aia.org/aiarchitect/thisweek08/0711/0711b_consensus.cfm

Registration Now Open for
United Stationers’ Vision 2009
Registration is now open for United Stationers’ Vision 2009 National
Dealer Forum, November 5-8 at Rosen Shingle Creek in Orlando.
Dennis Miller, five-time Emmy award winner for his half-hour talk
show "Dennis Miller Live," will be the featured entertainer for the
event, which will also feature the latest data from United’s consumer research, an industry tradeshow with over 100 suppliers,
high-profile business speakers, and a concentrated menu of powerful business training seminars.
The seminars are designed to provide a sampling of what is available on a year-round basis via the wholesaler’s United Dealer
Training (UDT) program for resellers. More details on the event are
available from United account managers.
Dennis Miller
CONTINUED ON PAGE 17 UUU

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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AOPD Announces 2009 Annual Meeting Plans,
Adds New Member

ECi’s Ron Books Wins Management Award
eCommerce Industries’ COO
Ron Books has won the Stevie
award for Best Executive of
the Year in the computer software sector at the 2008 American Business Awards. Dan
Pritchard, CEO of ECi, also received recognition with an
honorable mention in the category of Best Turnaround Executive.

American Office Products Distributors, Inc. (AOPD) has announced their 2009 Annual Meeting will be held at the Hyatt Grand
Champions in Indian Wells, California, February 16-20, with a
meeting theme of “Our Time is Now.”
“With everything that’s happening in the office products industry
we believe this theme is absolutely appropriate,” commented
AOPD executive director Bud Mundt. “Now is the time for the independent dealers to gain a lot of business. The AOPD 2009
meeting this year will offer our dealers new insights into competing effectively with the power channel, writing more contracts and
ultimately improving their bottom line profits. They’ll also come
away from this meeting with innovative ideas that will enhance
their ability to more efficiently train their reps and managers.”
Separately, AOPD announced the addition of Church and Stagg,
Birmingham, Alabama to the organization. This addition brings
AOPD’s total membership to 57 dealers with 132 locations, providing distribution throughout the United States, Canada, Puerto
Rico, and Australia.

TriMega Selects Supplies
Network Print Management Program
TriMega Purchasing Association has selected Supplies Network's
CARBON Six as an approved Print Management Program. Supplies Network introduced CARBON Six earlier this year as a
turnkey program designed to enable dealers to offer a print management solution with no up-front costs.
Components include software, hardware, service, OEM and compatible supplies, training and marketing support.
"This is the right time for our dealers to lay the foundation for future business security and profitability," commented TriMega president Charlie Cleary. "Supplies Network bundles all of the
components for a successful print management program, and
provides detailed step-by-step training, follow-up support, and
ongoing consultation."
For more information, visit www.carbonsix.com.

“This is a tremendous honor,”
said Books. “I thank the American Business Awards, and of
course the dedicated men and
women of ECi who made this award possible.”
Finalists were chosen by business professionals nationwide during preliminary judging in April and May. More than 2,600 entries
from companies of all sizes and in virtually every industry were
submitted for consideration.
“These honors are a credit to our entire management team,” said
Pritchard. “More importantly, they reaffirm our position as a major
force in the technology sector at large, let alone the specific industries we serve.”
For more information, visit www.stevieawards.com/aba.

Buddy Products Celebrates Fiftieth Anniversary
Congratulations go to Chicago-based manufacturer Buddy Products, which this year is celebrating its fiftieth anniversary.
The company was founded by Sam S. Difiglio and named after his
oldest son, Buddy. From an initial product line that included just
three or four metal desk trays and organizers, Buddy Products
today offers a broad range of desk accessories, computer accessories, media storage products and more.
Management has stayed in the Difiglio family, with the founder’s
nephews Tony and Sam providing leadership as current president
and VP of sales and marketing.
“Over the past fifty years, the team at Buddy Products has witnessed two and now three generations of family members successfully running their office product businesses,” commented
Sam Difiglio. “The independent dealer has supported us from the
beginning and helped us grow and prosper for the last 50 years
and we are grateful for their support.”

Longbow Expands Consulting Team
Industry CRM consultants the Longbow Consulting Group has
added Cindy McMillan to its consulting and training team. McMillan brings to Longbow several years of office products industry
experience in Canada in the areas of information technology and
end user implementation and training. She will work with the company’s office products client base in Canada as well as the U.S.

New National Sales Manager at Pentel
Pentel of America has appointed Hannah Stevens its new national
commercial sales manager. Stevens joins Pentel from Boise Cascade Office Products (now OfficeMax) where she served as VP,
sales operations since 2004.
Stevens comes to Pentel with more than 30 years experience in
office products sales positions beginning with Papermate in 1976.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18 UUU
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Industry News continued from page 17
Victor Technology on the Move
Effective August 18, calculator maker Victor Technology will have
a new home. The company is moving to a new location, with increased warehouse space and more “green building” features,
some 15 miles down the road from its current headquarters. The
new address is:
Victor Technology
175 E. Crossroads Parkway
Bolingbrook, IL 60440.
The company’s 1-800 phone number remains the same (1-800628-2420), but direct phone numbers are new, as follows:
EXISTING NUMBER

NEW NUMBER

Main Line

(630) 268-8400

(630) 754-4400

Fax for Orders & Other

(630) 268-8450

(630) 972-3902

Second Fax Line

(630) 268-8414

(630) 972-3902

John Ringlein

(630) 268-8424

(630) 754-4409

Elevate 2008
is your opportunity to:
Elevate Your Business...by discovering
new programs, new products and more
Elevate Your Connections...with quality
networking opportunities

Fortune Web Marketing and AOS Ware Announce
New E-Commerce Alliance for Dealers

Elevate Your Knowledge...by learning from
industry leading presenters & speakers
Elevate Your Savings...with lucrative,
exclusive show specials

Internet marketing agency Fortune Web Marketing and dealer
technology provider AOS Ware have announced a new alliance to
offer independent office supply dealers search engine-friendly ecommerce systems through AOS Ware’s OP Commander product.
The companies said the alliance will give dealers the option to purchase a package that will make their site search engine friendly,
improving organic rank on search engines and enhancing the user
experience.
“This is an exciting move for both companies,” said Fortune Web
Marketing president Jennifer Stine. “We have been talking about
doing this for almost a year, and as I spoke with more and more independent dealers they continually expressed the need to have a
greater internet presence – especially on search engines.”
The Search Engine Optimization package will include custom designed, search engine friendly informational pages about the
dealer’s company and the entire product catalog will display URL’s
that include keywords.

Elevate Excitement...through countless chances
at winning great prizes and having fun!
Elevate Your Success...
only at Elevate 2008

October 22-24, 2008
Red Rock Casino,
Resort & Spa
Las Vegas, NV
For Complete Event Details & to Register....
Visit www.trimega.org/elevate Today!

Not a TriMega Member?
See Why Over 560 Independent Dealers Are
TriMega Purchasing Association is a leading not-for-profit buying group
serving hundreds of independent office products dealers nationwide.

In addition, AOS Ware has also launched custom graphics packages for their customers. “We don’t believe that every independent dealer’s e-commerce web site should look the same. We feel
that branding a site and offering different navigational schemas,
rotating graphical promotions and high-end graphics, will give
dealers an edge and really keep users coming back to their site,”
commented Dave Stewart, senior developer for AOS Ware.

TriMega gives its members:
•
•
•
•
•

High purchasing power – to help lower costs
100% of earned rebates paid quarterly
Low monthly dues
Unique programs to build business success
A higher ROI than any other industry buying group
Isn’t it time you Discovered the TriMega Advantage?
Call today for a FREE Information Kit!
847-699-3330 ext 19 or visit www.trimega.org
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Industry News continued from page 18
New CEO at Trendway

New VP of Marketing at Kimball Office
William W. Bundy has been
named CEO of Holland, Michigan-based office furniture maker
Trendway Corporation. Trendway chairman Don Heeringa
made the announcement.
Bundy joined Trendway in 2002
as vice president and general
manager of its systems business unit and was promoted to
EVP in 2005. Prior to joining
Trendway, he served as senior
vice president of Miller SQA
and vice president of global
purchasing and logistics for
Herman Miller.

IBPI, Copier Dealer Buying Group, Names New Marketing Coordinator
Copier dealer group International Business Products Inc. (IBPI)
has announced the addition of Dan Hayes as marketing coordinator.
Hayes joins IBPI after 36 years of involvement with his own commercial copier dealership in Kentucky. He has also served in a variety of volunteer capacities with the Business Technology
Association (including president of its national board of directors).

AUGUST 2008

Kimball International has announced the appointment of Mona
Hoffman to the position of vice president of marketing for the company's Kimball Office brand.
Hoffman started her career in office furniture in 1988 as director of
sales and marketing for the Jasper Seating Company. She joined
Kimball International in 1994 as seating product manager for National Office Furniture and held several senior sales and marketing
positions before being named vice president and general manager
of National Office in 1999.
She left the company in 2004 to pursue personal interests before
returning in her new position.

OPWA Joins Energy Coalition to
Address Sky High Fuel Costs
The Office Products Wholesalers Association (OPWA) has joined
with other chambers and associations to form the Coalition for Affordable American Energy (CAAE), an organization whose mission
is to push Congress and the administration to address high fuel
costs by taking measures to greatly increase the development of
domestic energy resources in an environmentally sensitive manner.
OPWA said CAAE will add a voice not heard in any concerted way
before in the energy debate - that of the thousands of businesses,
large and small, which depend upon affordable energy supplies to
operate. This is a voice that deserves and needs to be heard on an
ongoing basis, the association added.
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How can you help
erase cancer?

canswer.
Dick Gochnauer
United Stationers,
President and CEO

Meet us in Chicago at
City of Hope’s National Office
Products Industry 2008 Spirit
of Life® Award Dinner honoring
Dick Gochnauer for his
philanthropic achievements
and his commitment to helping
City of Hope find the answers
to cancer.

Thursday, September 25, 2008
Reception at 6:00 p.m.
Dinner at 7:30 p.m.
The Field Museum – Chicago, IL

With more than 25 years of support from
the National Office Products Industry,
City of Hope has developed new cancer
treatments that are saving lives all over
the world. To reserve your seat today,
contact Matt Dodd at 866-905-HOPE or
e-mail Mdodd@coh.org.

Science saving lives.
www.cityofhope.org/nopi

JAN/SAN
UPDATE
Double Digit
Growth
and We’re
Just Getting
Started!

by Jim Rapp
That was remarkable news, but this year growth has gained
even more momentum, with just about every dealer we talked
with reporting double-digit increases. That’s growth on top

Can you believe it? Last year, in
the April issue of INDEPENDENT
DEALER, we reported that
jan/san and breakroom supplies
was the fastest-growing product
category with independents.

of growth. Here’s what’s happening:
I Dealers have learned how to sell these lines better.
I Wholesalers now offer more items, increased
promotional help and an expanded education and
training program..
I Buying groups are jumping on the bandwagon.
I Dealers are talking Green, while many of their
competitors are not.
I Customers are discovering they can get better
service and prices from independent office
products dealers.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 23 UUU
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YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE BUYING
JAN-SAN PRODUCTS.
HUMMEL’S OFFICE PLUS FINDS
SUCCESS IN JAN-SAN

B

ecause of a unique partnership with AFFLINK, LLC, the leading sales and marketing
group in the sanitary maintenance industry, is.group members—like New York-based
Hummel’s Office Plus—have an array of high-moving, competitively-priced Jan-San
items to round out their product portfolio.
“It’s been a big success for us,” says Harrison
Hummel, IV, Vice-President of Technology at
Hummel’s Office Plus, on how they have successfully
incorporated a healthy line of Jan-San products into
their overall bundle of solutions.
“We dabbled in it a bit before, where if customers
wanted can liners, towels, etc. we would source that
from a wholesaler…but it wasn’t really a focus.”

“When the program with AFFLINK came along
through is.group, we decided that it just made good
sense to add it to our product list. We were going to
the customer anyway to deliver an assortment of office
supplies, so why not also bring them paper towels, bath tissue, and cleaners? It’s all about adding
dollars to every delivery,” Hummel says.
Hummel’s Office Plus stocks and sells more
than 70 skus of traditional Jan-San products.

“Making in the high 20s - low 30s on most items, we’re
pushing the AFFLINK line as our own private brand of
Jan-San products.” — Harrison Hummel, IV
Getting Started
Some advice Hummel offers to other office supply houses looking to expand into this vertical market is to start small and do your homework. “Like any other line of product, if you’re going to be
successful you have to do the research. You have to understand it to sell it effectively.”
So to familiarize their teams with the new skus, Hummel’s had its
sales staff go through and audit which Jan-San products were
being used in their own offices and take that information out into
the marketplace when selling.
“I would also suggest looking at what you’re currently selling out of
your wholesaler,” Hummel says. “Get a usage report from them and
pick a few items—bath tissue, glass cleaner—and point people to
them by developing flyers or driving them to your website. Worst
case scenario: If you don’t sell it, you can always use it internally!,”
Hummel laughs.

www.isgroup.org
To learn how you can
take advantage, contact Tom Ashburn at
317.579.1117 or
ashburn@isgroup.org

SHOULDN’T THEY BUY
THEM FROM YOU?
AUGUST 2008
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As the category grows, independents are
gaining access to a wider range of products at all price points, so dealers can go
head-to-head with the big boys, both on
economy brands and name brands.
ActionEmco has the Emerald brand,
S.P. Richards has Genuine Joe, and
United Stationers has several private
label jan-san brands.

Is this bubble about to burst? Have we got
all we can get? Hardly. People familiar with
the business say that office product dealers and the national big box players combined have less than ten percent of this
market.
There is even some question about what
products should be included in this category, or should we say “categories.”
United Stationers makes available some
2,750 janitorial, cleaning, facility and
breakroom SKUs. S.P. Richards offers over
3,000 SKUs and ActionEmco has added
over 150 new items to their 2009 janitorial
and breakroom catalog. They have also
expanded Green offerings with the “Seventh Generation” brand.

ActionEmco Janitorial
& Breakroom Supplies

The number of promotional aids available
from wholesalers continues to grow, including customized direct mail and email
campaigns.
is.group, working with jan-san partner Afflink, is currently offering about 50 of the
best-selling jan-san items through their redistribution program, supported by marketing and promotional campaigns.
TriMega is working with distributor Saafeld
and will be announcing a new program
later in the year.

Everyone Can Play
What’s so intriguing about selling cleaning
and breakroom supplies is that every customer, no matter how small, uses at least
some of these products. With easy and fast
product availability from wholesalers, even
the smallest dealer can get in the game.

Dealers approach the market in many different ways. Baker Office Products, Lubbock, Texas, uses the “single source”
approach. “We started small,” states
Baker’s Tony Martin. “To begin with, we
promoted only the most commonlybought items. We called it our ‘Dirty Thirty’
and created a marketing piece built
around those items. This got our customers’ attention, and we told them, ‘You
have to buy this stuff all the time, so why
not order from us, get it every week or so,
no big inventory, and it’s all on the same
invoice!’ Once we sold this concept, we
added additional products, taking advantage of is.group’s direct buy program.”
Martin spent a lot of time studying the
market, looking at competitors’ pricing
and service, as well as brand preferences.
“One of our people decided he was going
to learn everything possible about the jansan market, and did. Now he’s our inhouse guru and everyone goes to him
when they have a question!” Martin declared.
“We have seven outside reps who now understand they can sell these products, talk
intelligently to customers and prospects
and get re-orders with apparently little or
no fighting back from competitors.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25 UUU
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Taking Advantage of Competitor Weaknesses
Baker Office Products and many other independents are taking
advantage of competitor soft spots to get more of this business.
While there are variations from market to market, here’s what
we’re hearing about jan-san distributors/dealers:
I Online ordering—some competitors do not offer it.
I Pricing—quite high and inconsistent—reps charge whatever they think the market will bear.
I Slow delivery—takes a week or more.
I Offer house brands only.
I Do not offer or lack knowledge about Green products.
I High prices and limited selection in big box stores.

“Selling jan-san is no different than selling any other line,” states
Ken Hodas of The Office People in Malden, Massachusetts. “To
be successful, you have to know what products customers are
using, who makes the buying decision, prices paid and what
problems they’re having with current providers and products.”
Hodas says first you have to get to the person who decides on
specific items to be purchased. This may not be the buyer. It may
be the janitor or someone at an outside cleaning company. Who’s
responsible for the lunch room or the coffee service? This person
will tell you what they don’t like about the products they’re using,
says Hodas. Any product that will save them time and reduce
complaints is welcome.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26 UUU
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This approach has allowed The Office
People to sell dispensers for roll towels,
toilet paper and hand soap, and, of
course, all the refills, which have nice margins in the 30% range.
“You can make a case for lower total cost
with dispensers,” says Hodas, “both in
terms of the disposables and labor.”

Getting Started
There are still a lot of independents who
do not sell cleaning and breakroom supplies, or simply order an item or two from
their wholesaler when a customer requests it.

One dealer just getting started is Economy
Office Supply in Grand Rapids, Michigan. “It
takes a while,” says Economy’s Jim Herrema. “We’re a small dealer, and we’re learning a lot from other dealers, the most
important consideration being that you need
to hire reps who know how to sell these
products, or train your own sales force.”

Cleaning and
Breakroom Supplies
By the Numbers*

Herrema says that being small has been
an advantage. “The big distributors don’t
consider us as competition, so we can slip
in under the radar and get some of that
business,” he points out.

MARKET SIZE

The Phillips Group, Middletown, Pennsylvania, has taken a little different approach.
They started with breakroom supplies and

2009 Cover: S.P. Richards Genuine Joe Cleaning and Breakroom Supplies

$24.8 billion
$180.00

Annual cost per employee
for cleaning and
breakroom supplies

CONTINUED ON PAGE 27 UUU

4 million
Number of commercial/
institutional buildings in the
U.S. cleaned every day

52%
Number of employees who
complain about their
restrooms at workplace

4¢ vs. 9¢
Cost of one use of roll
towels vs. folded towels

6.6 billion
Pounds of cleaning
chemicals used
annually in the U.S.

4.9 billion
Pounds of janitorial
paper products used
annually in U.S.,
most from virgin fiber
*Source: S.P. Richards
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Dealer Advantages
I Huge Wholesaler Selection
I Wholesaler Promotions
I Wholesaler Training
I Dealer Group Assistance
I Easy Add-on Business
I No Big Inventory
I Next Day Delivery
I Good Margins
I Price Clubs Don’t Deliver
I Going There Anyway
coffee. They sell the popular Green Mountain coffee line and service and will be
launching jan-san in the fall. “We’re working with Action/Emco and is.group to put
the program together,” says Phillip’s Tom
Smith, “and also learning as much as we
can from other dealers.”
“Just keeping up with what’s going on with
the Green movement is a full-time job,” remarks Steve Danziger of AAA Business
Supplies & Interiors in San Francisco.
“California, especially San Francisco, is
the greenest part of the country,” Danziger
states. “We not only have to keep up with
the laws on recycling and product certification, but we have to know what the Fortune 500 companies are saying to their
people about what jan-san and breakroom
products they must buy.
“Looking at the entire jan-san category, I
see it as an almost one-time opportunity
to build a more solid long-term business.
It’s an opportunity to put your eggs in a
larger basket—not just a broader product
line, but a broader customer base.”

www.BuyOnlineNow.com’s Bob Herman
launched a separate department for these
products in 2007 and has seen sales grow by
over 500% in the category in less than 12
months.

tion of the items. Search results are not
only determined by the “depth of the specific keywords, but also by how they are
used and in what order they are typed.”

“Our marketing efforts consisted simply of
making our customers aware that we now
offer these products, and particularly that
we offer one of the largest selections of
Green jan-san products on the Internet,”
he said.

Follow Up, Follow Up

Under the category “janitorial supplies”
they show these categories: cleaning
products, bathroom supplies, paper towels and dispensers, trash cans, janitorial
carts, mops and brooms, vacuum cleaners, and air fresheners.
Under each category, they show subcategories and a photo of the most popular
items. This makes drilling down super
easy for customers.

We called Scott Hart at Greenville Office
Supply in Greer, South Carolina, to see
how he was doing with jan-san and breakroom items. A year ago, he was going
great guns, even though Costco and
Sam’s Club were giving him really tough
price competition.
This year, though, sales have continued to
increase. “If you’re going to be in this business,” Hart says, “you have to keep
pounding them (customers) over the head
that you stock the products, that you have
fair prices and that you have better service
than whoever they’re buying from. And
you have to tell them over and over again.”

Last year BuyOnline launched a separate
Go Green catalog, with a janitorial supplies
section, which has been quite successful,
even though many of the same items appear under their regular listing.

Greenville keeps reminding customers
with a selling (sample) kit that reps carry.
They also provide samples that their drivers drop off with deliveries.

This online dealer spends a lot of time
making it as easy as possible for customers to find what they want in the shortest period of time.

“A real advantage for us is that the power
channel is not much of a competitor on
jan-san and breakroom supplies. They
don’t have the close relationship with customers that we have.”

Nate Ende, design and development manager, says they designed the search function using a system that gives higher or
lower ranks to specific terms based on
their use in the search and in the descrip

If independents continue to
grow this business, the biggest
competitors may be other
independents! At least we can
keep it to ourselves!

United Stationers Breakroom Essentials

This may be the most important long-term
benefit of all for independents.

The Online Advantage
Cleaning and breakroom products lend
themselves to online ordering, which is a
big advantage to dealers with an easy-touse web site, especially if you make jansan a separate department.
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THE
Krista Moore is President
of K Coaching, LLC an
executive coaching and
consulting practice that
has helped literally
hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full
potential through
enhancing their
management systems,
sales training, and
leadership development.
For more information, visit
the K Coaching web sites
at www.kcoaching.com,
for coaching and
consulting programs and
www.opwebinar.com for
the latest online training
courses.

Leadership
Continuum
by Krista Moore
Many of you have been enjoying our management and leadership series over the past four months. If you
are conscientiously working on your leadership skills, I commend you! The essence of solid leadership
within the independent dealer is the key to success.
Remember that leadership is not just having the vision, but also the ability to execute and get the results
you want through others.
Remember, too, that a leader is a guide and leads others along a path and that leadership is the ability
to turn a vision into reality.
We recently asked a number of employees what they wanted from their leader. Here’s what they told us:
I Share your vision – what do you want us to accomplish?
I Tell us how you think we are doing.
I Tell us how our team is doing and where we fit into the bigger picture.
I Show us that you care.

If you are working on your leadership skills, we have a few suggestions and actions that you can easily implement:
I Be approachable and accessible. You can do this by being physically and mentally present. Try walking around the office and engaging with your employees. To be mentally present, practice being an “active listener.” Give your employees
the time and attention they deserve. The next time they come into your office, ask them to have a seat, and then turn
away from your computer, ignore your phone and LISTEN.
I Share the credit and shoulder the blame. Many so-called leaders are distrusted today because they are seen as selfserving, primarily interested in their own benefits. Leadership should be for the benefit of the people. The biggest mistake you could make is to focus on “me” rather than your customers and the company.
I Thank people for their contributions. Everyone needs to know that they are appreciated, and a thank you and recognition from the leader can go a long way!
I Show you care. You can do this by showing your appreciation and respect for your people. Begin involving them in the
planning stages, rather than just telling them what to do. Employees want to work for leaders that are empathetic and
genuinely concerned about their views and challenges.
I Don’t be too serious. A good sense of humor and a laugh can be a wonderful tool in leadership.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 29 UUU
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Krista Moore

continued from page 25

As you continue to work on your leadership skills, you will find
that it is a transition from a manager’s mentality to a true leader.

I The Manager is concerned with things; the Leader is
concerned with people.
I The Manager lets their people know where “I” stand;
the Leader lets their people know where “they”
stand.
I The Manager works hard to produce; the Leader
works hard to help their people produce.
I The Manager takes credit; the Leader gives it.

At K.Coaching, we use the transition guide below to create
awareness, determine coaching objectives and put action plans
together, so that high potential leaders can reach their highest
level of achievement.

As a leader, understanding your employees’ needs and wants is
the best way to get greater sales productivity and retention. Start
by defining what makes them content—by asking them and listening carefully to their responses.

Consider the following for your own development. Where are you
in your leadership continuum?

Provide them with realistic goals and timely feedback to monitor
their progress. It is important that they know when they are doing
well or if they are behind or off track.

It is obvious that great leadership is the secret to retaining employees and achieving results.
Ask yourself, “In what areas do I need the most work?” Then chart
your course to work on improving what you do each day; incremental improvements become exponential over time.

I The Manager drives their teams; the Leader coaches
them.
I The Manager inspires fear; the Leader inspires enthusiasm.
I The Manager says “I”; the Leader says “We.”
I The Manager says “Go”; the Leader says “Let’s go.”
I The Manager uses people; the Leader develops
them.
I The Manager never has enough time; the Leader
makes time for things that count.

Finally, look for ways to keep your employees motivated. The best
incentives and those proven to deliver extraordinary results include ongoing recognition, performance-based bonuses and
awards.

Keep your employees feeling like they
have the best job in the world, and you
and your organization will be well
rewarded.

K. Coaching, LLC has all the tools and
resources you need to compete with
the power channel!
Here are what people are saying about K. Coaching LLC:

“We have worked with Krista Moore and K.Coaching, LLC over
the past year and our revenue is up 22%!”
“We have worked with Krista Moore and K Coaching, LLC over
the past three years and our sales revenue has had double digit
growth in each of the those years!
I Consulting
I Coaching Programs
I Training
Call today for information about
our Spring and Summer Sessions
919-554-4505 • www.KCoaching.com
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Becoming the
‘Anti-Staples’
by Tom Buxton
That being said, I am no doubt more critical than the customer that Staples normally
serves, but from an admittedly unscientific polling of my (non-office products) acquaintances, many other folks are not overly enamored with their prices or business tactics.

Last month’s column
suggested
there are numerous
things to admire
and imitate about
Staples, the independent dealer’s largest
competitor. However, I also
believe there are even more reasons
why we should take the opposite tack and
seek to become the “Anti-Staples.”
Take the Easy Button. (Please!) I suspect
that because most independents compete
directly with Staples and the other members of what used to be called the “Power
Channel,” you have not purchased much
of anything from these folks recently. If so,
that’s probably a mistake.
I buy from local big boxes for two reasons:
I So that I can report to my readers and clients about how they
really perform
I The local dealer in the Denver
area that I work with on a regular
basis doesn’t want the volume
of business I can provide.
Tom Buxton is founder and CEO
of InterBiz Group, a consulting
firm that works with independent
office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability,
For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.
AUGUST 2008

One example of what must be a huge source of frustration for their customers is the
“Easy Rebate.”

About six months ago, I purchased approximately $23 worth of Post-it® Notes
because a sign in the store said I could receive $5 back if I purchased over
$20.
Wouldn’t you know that my original purchase added up to only $19.98 before tax and I had to run back to grab another product because the clerk said
that no exceptions could be made.
After I raised my purchase to $23, I was handed a form (I still have it) that
was over 2 ft. long! This was my “Easy Rebate” application. Much of the
footage was taken up by a “regurgitation” of what I had purchased along
with the rules and regulations, but still? What would you want to do with
a 25-inch piece of paper?
Sorry, I got carried away there for a second, but hopefully you see the point: The first way
to be the Anti-Staples is to actually make promotions and returns easy for your customers.
Staples’ stores should also teach us another lesson. If you still support a retail environment in 2008 close it, now!
In places where Staples and the other “boxes” aren’t creating “green fields,” they are
closing stores. Even in Denver, where Staples has opened new stores within the past
few weeks, the clerks aren’t busy.
In fact, every time I visit a store the folks in them are so bored they might ask, sometimes,
whether you could use any help.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 31 UUU
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Tom Buxton

continued from page 30

Over the past few years, I have consulted with numerous independent dealers that still have stores and in every case but one,
the retail portion was losing money.

And even though our friends in Boston may not like to hear it, you
can’t build relationships on the basis of a button, easy or otherwise!

It didn’t matter whether or not their prices were at or under the
competition. It’s my belief that retail is dead and in the independent world, it should be buried.
So how else should an independent dealer differentiate themselves from Staples, especially because of the opportunity presented to all of us by the Staples/CE merger?
One word: “Relationships!” That is the single biggest way you
can become the“Anti-Staples.”
Touch your customers and prospects in a personal way and make
sure that it happens often. All the systems in the world cannot replace a good relationship.
While Staples and their fellow big boxes seek to systematize out
individual needs and preferences and build business on “concepts du jour” like the “hunter/farmer” sales approach, independents can win business by focusing on what has always been
a key strength: the ability to build long-term relationships by offering customers outstanding service and value.

One word:
“Relationships!”
That is the single
biggest way you
can become the
“Anti-Staples.”

A long-term relationship, built upon trust, can enable a rep to still
retain the business, no matter how grandiose a competitor’s price
claims may be.
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New Report Blasts
HUBZone Program
by Paul A. Miller
The Small Business Administration took another hit last

has plagued small businesses for far too long.

month when the General Accountability Office (GAO) re-

Independent dealers have seen firsthand how programs

leased a report charging widespread fraud and abuse in

intended to support small business can be manipulated

one of its core small business support programs.

and distorted to have the very opposite effect.

GAO officials told the House Small Business Committee

Sham partnerships between large corporations and pass-

they found “substantial vulnerabilities” in the application

through organizations have been used to take tens of mil-

and monitoring processes of SBA’s Historically Underuti-

lions of dollars from legitimate small businesses and deliver

lized Business Zone (HUBZone) program.

them into the pockets of their larger competitors.

As part of its research, GAO created four bogus busi-

It’s almost as though the SBA is telling small businesses

nesses with fictitious owners and employees and applied

that if you want to succeed in the federal marketplace, then

for HUBZone certification.

cheat the system.

Using fictitious employee information and fabricated doc-

Committee Chairwoman Velazquez and Ranking Member

umentation, GAO easily obtained HUBZone certification

Steve Chabot have rendered outstanding service to legiti-

for the bogus firms, even though one application listed its

mate small businesses by uncovering these abuses and

principal office at the same address as a Starbucks that

highlighting them.

happened to be located in a HUBZone and two others
used leased post office boxes.

review of all SBA programs is needed. It’s also long past

GAO also found 10 firms from the Washington, D.C. metro
area that were participating in the HUBZone program to the
tune of $105 million in federal contracts since 2006, even
though they clearly did not meet eligibility requirements.
In testimony before the House Small Business Committee,
acting SBA administrator Jovita Carranze admitted SBA
had been aware of “"certain flaws that needed immediate
attention." She said GAO’s findings "only confirm much of
what we had already uncovered."
Every small business should be asking the SBA the same
question: If you knew these problems existed long before
this review was done, why didn’t you do anything about it?
Paul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol
Strategies, LLC, providers of
direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and related services. Before setting
up Miller/Wenhold, Miller
served as government affairs
director for the National Office
Products Alliance and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to
his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul
also provides consulting services to businesses on selling
to the federal, state and local
government markets. For
more information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.
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Their efforts make it clear that at a minimum, an extensive
time for real penalties to be handed out to the abusers.
Pass-throughs and HUBZone abuses are costing tax-payers
and honest, hard-working small businesses millions and a
slap on the wrist can no longer be considered acceptable.
Absent such reform efforts, Congress eventually will start
asking if it is better just to eliminate these programs altogether, as the only way to end the pattern of abuse and
corruption.
If that happens, it will certainly be to the detriment of legitimate small businesses. It will also represent a searing indictment of a government agency whose sole mission is
to advance their interests. Let’s hope SBA will learn some

The answer, unfortunately, is simple: poor management and

lessons from the hard work of Congressional small busi-

a lack of any real concern for the small business community.

ness leaders and the GAO and finally fix these problems

Commented House Small Business Committee Chair-

before it’s too late!

woman Nydia Velazquez bluntly, “It was easier to apply for

The GAO report, "Small Business Administration:

and receive HUBZone status than it is to get a library card.”

Additional Actions Are Needed to Certify and Monitor

In a few documented cases by the GAO investigators,

HUBZone Businesses and Assess Program Results"

companies received HUBZone certification without even

(GAO-08-643, 6/17/08), is available at:

talking to anyone at SBA. Through e-mail they applied for
and were certified by SBA.
If only it was that easy for legitimate small businesses to do
business with the federal government! They would certainly be more successful!
The HUBZone program is not the only one susceptible to

www.gao.gov/cgi-bin/getrpt?GAO-08-643.
GAO testimony, "HUBZone Program: SBA's Control
Weaknesses Exposed the Government to Fraud and
Abuse" (GAO-08-964T, 7/17/08), is available at:
www.gao.gov/cgi-bin/getrpt?GAO-08-964T.

abuses. It’s just one aspect of a much larger problem that
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by Bill Kuhn

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E.
Kuhn & Associates, is a noted industry consultant, writer, and
speaker with over 35 years of
industry experience. He consults
with dealer principals and their
management teams in areas of
strategic planning, leadership
and organizational development,
marketing, financial management, valuation and merger/acquisition. For more information,
contact Bill by phone 303-3228233, fax 303-331-9032, or email: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

Conditions in our industry are precarious.
Most dealers today are looking to make do
with what they have rather than expand their
workforce or even take on the risk and expense of new hires.

“I want to make every direct report highly marketable, so they can
have such a résumé of achievements that they can always move on
to an even better job if they choose to leave.” There is no better description of a manager’s principal responsibility and no better explanation of why Bob’s achievements were so outstanding.

With current circumstances in mind, I decided
to speak with a client of mine who ranks as
one of the, if not the, best CEOs with whom I
have ever had the opportunity to work.

Bob understands that having talent is one thing, but applying it is quite
another. He frequently made the point that while talent is important,
the ability to apply that talent (i.e., an employee’s behavior) is more
important. How employees perform will affect the entire organization.

While Bob is not involved in the office products industry, the way he ran his company—
and made the most of what he had—offers
some lessons that are highly applicable to
leaders and managers in any industry.

He asks the tough questions, “Does this person have the passion, is
he or she willing to make sacrifices, and take risk? Is this person committed as an individual to the management team and the company?”

During his seven years as CEO, Bob’s industry and market situations weren’t always
good, but with strong leadership and wellconceived market strategies, his company’s revenues rose from $24
million to almost $100 million, while profits increased from slightly
under $2 million to $12 million.
The company’s value during his involvement grew from $13 million to
$116 million when it was sold.
How did he do that? In large part, Bob’s success came from the way
he managed and developed his employees, identifying their potential
and then nurturing their skills and abilities.
He began by turning his group of direct reports into a cohesive team.
There were re-assignments—a few to lesser responsibility when they
couldn’t meet the challenges Bob set out—but those employees
stayed with the company.
Most of his managers were given what Bob referred to as “stretch”
goals as well as broader responsibilities, which for some was a radical departure from what they had been doing. For example, the head
of Human Resources took on the additional responsibilities of Marketing and IT.
Bob’s philosophy? Give them responsibility, challenge them, and see
what they do. Tell them they’re the best, and they’ll come to believe it
and act accordingly.
His articulation of this philosophy stands as a beacon of what every
manager who aspires to greatness should believe and be doing:
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He is a close observer of how staff accepts responsibility and handles authority. He believes the key to effective performance is what
one does with authority, specifically, how one uses power when given
responsibility.
I asked Bob how he identifies “best people.” He said the most difficult
part is in the beginning when you haven’t had an opportunity to observe their behavior. And, he adds, often it can be harder to identify
who doesn’t have talent.
He strongly believes you must build mutual trust and honest, two-way
communication before you can get a good look at the individual and
see true talent.
Bob also believes that managers must be prepared to accept the risk
of their people failing from time to time. “You have to trust them and
their judgment, and give them the opportunity to own their success,”
he maintains.
I asked if he had ever been burned. “Oh yes, for some of those who
are highly talented, it takes time to know if they will use that talent
positively or negatively, and when they are not only talented but extremely bright as well, that’s even harder to figure out.” Despite his affirmative answer, though, it doesn’t look as though he has been
mistaken too many times.
If you want to make the most of what you have and excel in identifying and managing talent, put into practice a leadership philosophy like
Bob’s to manage your own business. Results on the scale Bob
achieved certainly aren’t guaranteed. But they certainly provide compelling evidence for the power of his approach.
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For the past 19 years, Eric Volcheff
has played a key role in transforming
the Mayline Group of Sheboygan,
Wisconsin from a small manufacturer
serving a limited, niche market into a
thriving, $100 million business whose
products address virtually every segment of the contract furniture business, as well as specialty markets
such as high-density filing systems,
mail centers, IT facilities and more.
Back when he joined the company in 1989 as
its director of marketing and product development, Mayline, Eric remembers, was struggling to squeeze out any revenues from a
business with a narrow product line limited to
drafting tables, blueprint files and straightedges and a distribution network that consisted almost exclusively of specialty
blueprint and reprographics companies.
Today, as Mayline’s executive vice president,
Eric serves on a management team that oversees a radically different organization.
An aggressive product development effort, an
equally aggressive acquisition program and
the successful implementation of partnerships
with new distribution channels, including office products and office furniture dealers, have
combined to provide a solid and profitable
growth platform for the company.
“Independent dealers today are a major
growth area for Mayline,” Eric reports. “Historically, many people tended to dismiss them
just as little ‘mom and pop’ retailers, and totally underestimated their overall clout and
position in the marketplace. They are actually
the best at building relationships with end
users and that’s why they have become an
important channel for us.”
But while his leadership role in a fast-growing
company that’s not afraid of change takes up
most of his time, Eric Volcheff has another
“occupation” that’s just as important to him.
Just visit www.mywinetutor.com and you’ll
see his other side: a passionate wine enthusiast who’s committed to sharing his love of
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the grape with others and educating them on
the finer points of what he says is both a science and an art.
The web site offers a comprehensive tour of
virtually every aspect of wine making and
wine drinking, with information on grape
types and wine varietals, suggestions for food
and wine pairings, a featured wine of the
month and Eric’s own list of “Fifty Favorites
under $15.”
Eric credits his wife Ruthann for getting him seriously interested in wines but, he says, the real
turning point came when he and a group of
friends, including current Mayline president Paul
Simons, decided to form a wine-tasting group.
“Only two of us had more than a basic comprehension of wines at the time,” he recalls,
“but the experience was so enjoyable, we
stayed together for nearly three years and
even today, we still find time for an occasional
get together to share a special bottle.”
As word of his expertise spread and more and
more friends and family members turned to
him for advice and suggestions on wine, the
idea of a web site began to emerge. “I started
hearing the same wine questions so often,
that I finally realized there was clearly potential for a simple, educational web site that was
light on commercialism and long on basic
principals about wine and wine enjoyment.”
That’s what the www.mywinetutor.com web
site is all about and if you’re at all interested
in wine yourself, you’ll find it well worth a visit.

Cheers!
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TheLASTword
A message from a Small Dealer
Small dealers today make up the largest segment of Independ- ment that not even trying it is almost inexcusable.
ents in our industry. We wear a lot of different hats and all too I could go on, but unfortunately, it’s time to flip my own hat now.
often, they end up weighing us down or force us into a comical I’m off to help a stranded driver with a flat and no spare. Afterbalancing act just to keep them all from falling off our head.
wards, I’m going to have to stand on a pallet to be hoisted by
Unless you’re extremely agile, flexible and have good time man- forklift, high enough to un-jam the warehouse door with a mallet
agement skills, this frantic balancing act becomes so all-con- and pry bar, so we can close up tonight.
suming that our dealerships never grow beyond our own
individual ability to maintain them.
Why should the rest of the dealer community and the industry be concerned about this? Because whether we
like it or not, our fates are all so very closely intertwined.
by Bob Harris
Owner
Take the smaller dealer out of the picture and our larger
Discount Stationers
peers become far more vulnerable to competition from
Irvine, California
the national players. We are the force behind the competitive supplier environment creating lower supply
costs, fresh marketing programs and new system enhancements to the benefit of all. The wholesalers and
manufacturers in our industry would be forced to find
new channels of distribution and that could well lead to
even greater threats to the existence of larger dealers.
It’s not being overly dramatic, in my view, to suggest that
without our support, the whole independent channel as
we know it could just come tumbling down.

However, the news is
not all gloom and doom.
Today’s small to mid-sized dealers are more adept, financially more secure and have more resources available
to them. But that doesn’t mean we don’t face some serious problems and the only way we can solve them is
by working together.
If the proper leadership and commitment are there, it
doesn’t need to be that hard!
What would happen, for example, if 400 smaller dealers
could learn how to effectively add two additional salespeople and those salespeople did nothing more than average just $30,000 per month in sales?
It would mean over $240 million in new volume for our
channel, with the potential to double that amount the following year. Once we learn how to better manage that
one area, it would open the door to other ways of
strengthening our businesses.

How do we make that happen?
In a word: Leadership.
It’s time—in fact it’s long past time—for our wholesalers and buying groups to step up and put in place mentoring programs with
larger, successful dealers that will allow smaller dealers to learn
how to put their businesses on the path to long-term, profitable
growth. It’s an idea that seems so simple and so easy to impleAUGUST 2008

While I’m busy shuffling hats, is there anyone out there with the
vision and leadership to help me and other dealers like me stop
the frantic balancing act that takes us nowhere and get started on
putting in place what we really need?
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